INSIDE OUTSIDE
An invitation
When you arrived in Denmark the first thing that struck you was to
discover people's lives through the windows of their houses.
A dream of a decoration magazine editor. A village for dolls.
No curtains, nothing to hide. It’s all so quiet.
A very welcoming sight. You wanted to meet these people you wanted to sit on the sofa and yes
you would love a cup of coffee thank you.
But as you tried to adapt to this new place, find your landmarks and make some friends, you found
yourself isolated. There was an invisible screen between you and this world that kept you from
coming inside to sit on the Sofa and have the cup of coffee. An invisible wall that also made you
invisible. You thought about the little girl in HC Andersen’s fairytale, you searched in your pockets
looking for matches.
It is from this somehow painful process of adaptation that the idea of Inside Outside, an invitation
was born.
Art never stops asking these questions I asked myself when I was looking through the window:
What makes us belong and who do we let in?
What is identity? What is our social bond based on?
What is the part of own culture in what we call identity?
In the era of social media where we lavishly expose our daily lives redefining the notion of privacy,
why to really encounter the others can be sometimes so difficult?
What can be shown? And what cannot be?
Along with Danish and non-Danish artists and creators we invite you to explore those questions
and discover how we tried to answer them.
So please, come inside.
Gilles Jeronymos.
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